On the role of aging in carcinogenesis.
Correlation coefficients for age-standardized incidence rates between cancers of the stomach, colon, rectum and lung over place (worldwide) and time (in Connecticut) vary from positive to negative values, indicating that these cancers are not caused by common environmental agents. Correlation coefficients for age-incidence patterns (the variation in age-specific rates with age) between these cancers, on the other hand, are all highly positive for both sexes. We conclude that the carcinogenic determinants that vary with age are common to the cancers studied and to both sexes, and distinct from the carcinogenic determinants that vary with place and time. For the cancers studied, incidence rates are negligible until age 30, at which time they increase dramatically and continue to increase at least until age 75. The rate of increase, however, diminishes continuously with advancing age after 30. We suggest that the role of aging in cancer incidence is determined by two components, one responsible for the dramatic rate increase beginning near age 30 and one responsible for the gradual diminution in that rate increase. The former may correspond to the activation of quiescent cells with damaged DNA or to the deactivation of DNA surveillance or repair or to impaired apoptosis, while the latter may correspond to the loss of cell division potential.